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WHAT A SWEETIE!

Charli XCX throws her
hands in the air, but
we know that she really
does care! The Brit babe
appears to be levitating
at the Sweetland festival
in the US state of Maryland.

UNDIES ACHIEVER

Nicki Minaj was clearly
running late for her gig
at iHeartRadio Summer
Pool Party in Las Vegas
– it seems she forgot to
put her clothes on...

‘All I want
is a hug!’

‘Hey Nicki, your granny

wants her knickers back!’

‘Can I get the gravity turned up a little?’



GIRLS INTERRUPTED

We don’t know what’s
made Lena Dunham and
her mate so angry but we
might just step out of their
path in New York. Or off er
them some chocolate...

SIMPLY ED

Ed Sheeran is really in
tune with himself – or
at least the wax version
of himself at Madame
Tussauds in New York.

‘I didn’t know you

were so picky...’
‘Hey, I nosethis guy’

‘We really need to make the bottle-o before it shuts’

‘I’m my own 

harshest critic’

‘This is what
I think of your music!’



‘He must have had eggs for breakfast!’

‘I got to home base with a supermodel!’

WHAT A GAS!

Poor Jude Law doesn’t seem 
to be in on the joke as he 
hits the red carpet alongside 
Melissa McCarthy and Jason 
Statham at the London 
premiere of their flick Spy.

her hometown heroes at
Busch Stadium.

‘I hope our performances 
don’t stink that bad’



FULL MOON PARTY

Jennifer Lopez doesn’t 
do anything half-arsed – 
indeed, she’s putting her 
whole arse into her set 
at the Mawazine music 
festival in Rabat, Morocco.

‘OK, I’m ready 

for sound check’

‘Let’s go photograph 
our lunch’

SNAPPY DAYS

Ron Howard and Josh 
Hutcherson are striking 
up quite a bromance as 
they work on a project 
for Canon together in 
Budapest, Hungary. 

SISTER ACT

Kylie and Kendall Jenner 
are cranking the sass up to 
11 – and with good reason. 
They’re arriving at The 
Grove in LA to launch their 
hotly anticipated Kendall 
+ Kylie collection for Topshop!



This week’s

moment

OMG

we’ve waved farewell
Bruce and said hello to

tlyn Jenner – and isn’t
e a beauty! Yup, you
ow you’ve got it in
llywood when you find

urself the subject of an
ternet meme-athon. 
s Jenner, take a bow!
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We couldn t believe our eyes
when Caitlyn Jenner made her
big entrance this week. 

The world has gone crazy for the 
newest glamazon in the Jenner/
Kardashian klan, who’s set to 
eclipse her famous family (even 
Kim!) and earn an estimated
$500 million along the way.

But most importantly, Caitlyn 
brings with her new winds of 
change and acceptance. 

“I’m the new normal,” she says 
as she powers into her new life. 
Read the latest on page 16

Enjoy the 
issue!

Mark Brandon

EDITOR

Caitlyn slays!
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A
fter struggling for
months to give her 
gorgeous little daughter 
North a much-wanted 
sibling, Kim Kardashian 

celebrate, it might be a case of double 

the surrogate she and hubby Kanye 

everything she could to conceive, 
and after months of interviewing 
women to carry their baby, they 

Having successfully conceived via 
a surrogate after doctors told her 
she was infertile, Ladies Of London 

But there could be even more 
The New York 

Daily News

Kimye

BABIES!’
They’re getting 

more bumps than 
they bargained for

‘We are having

TWO 

WEIGHT WOES 
‘I CAN’T GET HUGE AGAIN’

“The last pregnancy I ate 
a donut every single day, I’m 
not doing that this time,” 
confesses weight-obsessed 
Kim, who’s enlisted the help 
of a nutritionist to stop her 
piling on the kilos. 

What’s more, aft er copping 
criticism for her maternity 
wardrobe with North, Kim’s 
keen to enlist live-in stylist 
Kanye to make her the 
yummiest mummy around.

“I hope he will! He didn’t help 
me last timem,” says Kim. “He 
did aft er. He was like ‘OK, I can’t 
take this, I’m going to help you.”

KIM'SBUMP STYLE



Twinning 
Model Caprice and
her surrogate were

pregnant at the
same time, just

like Kim!

The ‘womb for rent’ is fast
becoming a Hollywood norm

who’s the
surrogate? 

Kim’s fertility wins and woes
have been played out on KUWTK

Kim and Kanye never do things

by halves, so Nori’s Frozen-themed

second birthday bash on June 15

is going to be one to remember!

Indeed, there’ll be no homemade

cakes or potato chips at this do,

which is tipped to be taking place

in the sprawling grounds of Kimye’s

Hidden Hills mansion.

“Kim’s got a budget of $2 million,

which she’s expecting to go over,”

reveals our insider.

That’s hardly surprising given

they’re lining up ice sculptures,

a skating rink, and real snow to

be trucked in for snow castles!

What’s more, Kimye are also

working on getting Frozen star

Idina Menzel to serenade Nori!

It looks like she’s getting one last 

hurrah before sharing the love

with a sibling or two – something

she’s looking forward to, we hear. 

“She knows that Mummy has

a baby in her belly, but she thinks 

everyone has a baby in their belly,” 

says Kim. “I think she thinks it’s

my belly button.” Too cute!

CANDY
GIFTS

CAKE

With Michael Jackson’s Neverland
Ranch in Santa Barbara on the market,

Kanye is “desperate” to buy it for his 
brood. He also wants $19.5 million 

knocked off  the $131 million 
asking price!

NEVER SAY 
NEVERLAND!

“Kim has told a handful of people that 
she had in vitro and that two eggs were 
fertilised,” a source tells the paper. “She 
is waiting to get an OK from her doctor 
that both fertilised eggs are healthy.”

Which could be just what the doctor 
ordered for Kimye, who want “three or 
four kids” but have struggled to conceive.

“Kim’s doctors have warned her 
another natural pregnancy is highly 
unlikely,” adds our insider. “So to get 
two this time is a bonus.” 

Kanye’s face – the rapper, an only 

his home with kids. 
“He’s wanted a big family and 

he’s strutting around like a proud 
peacock right now,” adds our 
insider. “He loves Kim even more 
for making this miracle happen.” ■

Subtle hint 

there, Kim!

Nori’s chill birthday!
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nny,s
Miley

Heartbroken
and thinner 
than ever, she’s 
going down like
a wrecking ball!

As she flaunts her fragile
frame, friends have
serious fears about Miley’s
increasing drug use

 ston

Tiny 
problem

As she hides her
collarbone behind

a book, Miley’s pins 
look painfully

thin!



January Jones

at it 
again?stressed

‘WHEN
MILEY IS

HIGH, SHE
MAKES NO

SENSE’

She was publicly linked to

Miley’s then-fiance Liam 

Hemsworth shortly before their 

2013 split, and those painful 

memories have been dredged up 

again now that January Jones 

has found herself at the centre of 

another celeb cheating scandal.

The Mad Men actress is named

in divorce papers between US TV

chef Bobby Flay and his wife, Law &
Order: SVU star Stephanie March,

who claims Jan and Bobby slept

together in 2010.

“January doesn’t think of

the family she could break

up or the wife who will be

shattered,” an insider tells

US Star magazine of

the actress, who’s

also yet to

publicly reveal

the father of

her three-

year-old son

Xander

Miles believing she’s going to be
assassinated randomly, like The
Beatles legend John Lennon.

But that’s just the tip of
the iceberg, with frantic
friends convinced the unstable
star has started self-harming
to cope with her pent-up anger
and sadness.

One pal even claims she saw
a fresh cut on Miley’s

arm recently, but
the former Disney

self-destructive
behaviour is making
it impossible for

those who love her
to get through.
“Miley’s always using

‘dog scratches’ as an excuse,
but she’s extremely vulnerable
to going down that dark
path and everyone’s on high
alert,” adds our source.

“You just have to take one
look at her Instagram account
to see how out of it she is most
of the time. She’s incredibly
depressed, a lot of the time
she can’t be bothered to even
shower. She’s taken a major
hit with Patrick’s behaviour,
and it’s hurt her a lot more
than she’s making out.” ■

Star 
vs star

Law and Order 
actress Steph (below) 
claims January was 
her hubby Bobby’s 

mistress!

A
fter having
her already 
fragile
heart
broken

by her love-rat ex Patrick 
Schwarzenegger, Miley Cyrus 
didn’t turn to ice-cream for 
comfort – she turned to weed.

And three months on, it 
seems her $200-a-day round-
the-clock habit is taking a 
serious toll on her health
– not only on the 22-year-old’s 
increasingly thin frame, but
also on her state of mind.

“When she’s high,
she makes no
sense, she jumps 
from one topic
to the next and 
rambles on,” an 
insider reveals to 
NW. “Her hygiene’s 
gone to shit, she talks 
to herself the whole
time and over-thinks 
everything 24/7. It’s
a total obsession and
ruling her life. But what’s
worse is her paranoia.
That’s really scary.”

Indeed, things seem to have 
got so serious that Miley will go 
for days without even leaving 
the house, fearing she’s been 
followed by the Illuminati
– the group conspiracy theorists 
believe control the world.

Even more worrying, her 
ongoing use of marijuana has 

ned
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Herboozy

withNiall

‘SERIOUS
BEDACTION
WASONTHE

CARDS!’

hook-up

NWnews

Ariana’s new direction

T
ake two newly single pop stars, 
marinate in copious amounts of 
booze and, voila – it’s the perfect 
recipe for a random late-night 
celebrity hook-up! 

One Direction star Niall Horan,
21, looked pleased as punch as

way to a waiting car at 3.30am, 
following a bender at London 
hotspot Cirque le Soir. 

After all, performing in front of 
20,000 fans at the O2 Arena as part 
of her worldwide Honeymoon tour 
has got to be thirsty work, right?

ey were all over each other
e time they left the club,”
a witness. “You’d have to be

The singletons hit all the right notes with each other

blind not to see that serious
bed action was on the cards!”

by leaving in separate 
cars, the twosome 

met up back at 
Ariana’s hotel 
room, where they 
partied alone!

Clearly not done
with making sweet

music, the smitten
singers hooked up again the

next evening at 10pm. 
This time, Ari was busted leaving Niall’s 

Hertfordshire mansion at 3am, after 
 ■

Things that go bump!
It looks like former One Direction 

singer and budding solo artist 

Zayn Malik, 22, might be swapping 

microphones for midnight feeds

amid fevered speculation his fiancée 

Perrie Edwards is pregnant!

The baby talk went into overdrive 

when Little Mix singer Perrie was seen 

tenderly cradling what appeared to be 

a baby bump at the Glamour
Women Of The Year Awards at

London’s Berkeley Square Gardens.

If there is a bun in the oven,

21-year-old Perrie is sure to be

over the moon, given that she was 

gushing to people that she couldn’t 

“wait to get married and have kids”

as far back as 2012!



Bradley Cooper sure
likes to live dangerously!
The playboy is playing
with fire following
suggestions he’s cheating
on his new model girlfriend
Irina Shayk, 29, with his
Brit ex Suki Waterhouse!
Suki, 23, was busted 
sneaking into the
hotel Bradley’s staying
at in London just 30
minutes after he returned
from starring in a stage
production of The Elephant
Man. Bradley, 40, is meant
to be in town for the play,
but it seems the only thing
he’s playing is the field!

Is Gigi getting
jiggy with Joe?

Sneaking 

around 

with Suki

Cody who? Gigi Hadid’s wasting no time washing he
Aussie ex Cody Simpson out of her lustrous mane!
The 20-year-old model was seen snuggling up to he
ex Joe Jonas, 25, at a CFDA Awards afterparty at the
aptly named Boom Boom Room at The Standard
Hotel in New York – and an eyewitness reveals they
spent much of the night sitting “very close to each
other and holding hands”. And just days later the pa
were spotted cosying up in Toronto. Ooh!

Bradley’s
juggling

act!

Dating 
Irina



‘M
 w

TOP 
SECRET

To keep Annie Leibovitz's 
world-exclusive Vanity Fair 

photoshoot under wraps, the cover 
and feature were laid out on a single 

off line computer and deleted 
each night aft er being saved 

to a USB stick. It was reportedly 
even hand-delivered to the 
printer. So when the cover 

came out, it shocked 
the world.

ONE HOT 
MAMMA!

Cait’s former stepson thinks 
she’s a babe! When Kim first sent 

Rob the cover, he didn’t know who 
it was. “I was like ‘Rob, that’s Bruce! 
That’s Caitlyn!’” Kim spills. “And he 

was like, ‘Oh my god, she’s 
beautiful!’ And then he called 

her and they had a lovefest 
and it was so cute.” 
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‘SHE
HAS EVERY
INTENTION
OF GETTING

MARRIED
AGAIN’

Hello, Caitlyn! She's conquered the globe, now 
she's ready to wed again... this time as the bride!

Glam 
ma’am

Caitlyn found it
funny that the nail
hue she rocked was

called Lady Is
A Tramp!

Th e
venue!

C
aitlyn Jenner isn’t one to take 
things slowly! Having spent 
more than six decades 
living in a body she wasn’t 
comfortable with, the 

reborn reality star isn’t wasting one more 

for life as a woman.
Step one – make an entrance on the 

cover of Vanity Fair. Check! Next step? 
Organising her very own dream wedding!

wedding are locked in for 
when the time is right. 

“She has every intention of 
getting married again one day 
and is already planning her big 

dreams of their perfect wedding

well hidden from prying eyes, the 

the ceremony, while the interior of the 

What’s more, the view from Cait’s 

backdrop for wedding photos!

lifetime, the photos have to be perfect. 

Caitlyn while shooting her for Vanity 
Fair, is keen to take the job. 

is her wedding dress. So it’s a good thing 
Caitlyn has already roped in celebrity 
designer Zac Posen – who was behind 

Vanity Fair 
shoot – to create something special. 

insider. “It will probably
be like the gold dress she 

Caitlyn also met her 

same photoshoot.

did on the Vanity Fair shoot and she’ll 

tradition of having a man walk her down 

AITLYN R

My dream
wedding!’
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no way Caitlyn would say, “I do,” without 
all his children in tow.

But whether Cait’s bitter ex-wife Kris 
Jenner, 59, will score an invite is still 
up in the air, especially after the scathing 
comments made about her in the
Vanity Fair interview!

“People would see how I got
mistreated,” Caitlyn says. 
“[Kris] controlled the money, 

times she wasn’t very nice.”
But now the dark days are 

behind her, and Caitlyn is 
looking forward to a much happier

falling over themselves to work with her in 
the wake of her glamorous debut. 

also beckons, with The Real Housewives

Of Beverly Hills and transgender 
reality show Transparent reportedly k
to sign her up – and that's on top of h
own recently announced eight-part 
E! docuseries I Am Cait!

world everything she’s got. 
“I’m just going to go live l

I’m going to go enjoy life,”
gushes. “I have nothing le
hide. I am kind of a free 
person, a free soul.”
There’s just one more thi

Caitlyn wants to achieve.
“The last box left to tick is

the altar!” adds our insider. “Now she
her true self, she feels she can be a goo

love that lasts forever.”  ■

‘I’M GOING 
TO GO ENJOY 
LIFE. I HAVE 

NOTHING LEFT 
TO HIDE’

BECOMINGCAITLY N

Inside Caitlyn's glam new pad
It's head-to-toe 
luxury, from the 

pool to Cait’s new 
glam room (right)

The Malibu mansion has 
stunning views

NWnews

Caitlyn’s epic 22-page coming-
out shoot for Vanity Fair – shot 
by legendary celeb photographer 
Annie Leibovitz – oozes glamour 
and class, proving this is one 
lady who knows how to 
make an entrance! 

“I didn’t want her to look like 
a man in a dress. I wanted her 
to look like a beautiful 65-year-
old woman,” says make-up 
artist Mark Carrasquillo,
who gave Caitlyn a soft  look, 
purposely steering clear of 
contouring to highlight her 
naturally attractive features.

And when it came to her 
chestnut locks, hair guru Oribe 
looked to Cindy Crawford’s 
wavy tresses for inspiration.

“I wanted to create a 
glamorous look that I normally 
do for any woman, and 
sexuality was very important  in 
this context,” he explains. 
“Bruce was one of the sexiest 
men alive, and I thought it was 

equally as important for Caitlyn 
to be a sexy woman.” 

With hair and make-up in 
the bag, it was then over to the 
stylists, who helped Caitlyn 
show off  her banging new bod 
on the magazines cover in a 
gorgeous curve-skimming ivory 
corset by Tashy Lingerie – in 
size 14B no less.

And needless to say, a host of 
celebrated fashion designers 
jumped at the chance to help 
showcase the reality star’s 
newly feminine figure! 

On top of fabulous frocks 
donated by Zac Posen, Donna 
Karan and Badgley Mischka, 
Agent Provocateur loaned 
Caitlin a sexy – but elegant – 
$1190 leather-and-lace bustier. 

Of course, no self-respecting 
woman’s ensemble is complete 
without stunning bling – in Cait’s 
case, a pair of bezel-set crystal 
earrings costing $1200 from 
jeweller Monica Rich Kosann. 



WEDDING BELLE
aving married three times as a man, 

most recently to ex-wife Kris in 1991, 
aitlyn is dying to finally be the bride 
nd has enlisted Zac Posen to design 
the perfect, show-stopping dress.

The immaculate 
interior is ideal for 
entertaining
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Caitlyn’s youngest daughter
Kylie has caused yet another
stir aft er she was spotted at 
swanky Beverly Hills jewellery 
store XIV Karats shopping for 
engagement rings with her 
much-older rapper beau Tyga. 

Of course, rumours have been 
circulating for some time that 
headstrong Kyles is determined 
to tie the knot with her man 
– who has a two-year-old son 
with former stripper Blac 

Chyna – straight after her 18th
birthday in August.

“Kylie absolutely loves the idea 
of being engaged,” spills an insider. 
“She has always wanted the ring, 
the commitment and the attention 
that comes with it. She wants 
a serious commitment from Tyga.”

Further fuelling the wedding 
whispers, Kylie’s also changed 
her Instagram handle from 
Kylizzle to King Kylie – a nod 
to her man’s online moniker 

King Tyga, not to mention his
son King Cairo.

But if 25-year-old Tyga’s really 
serious about making an honest 
woman out of Kylie, he’s going 
to have to put some pretty 
major bling on it! 

We’re told she’ll accept nothing 
smaller than a 15-carat sparkler – 
just like the one Kanye West gave 
to her half-sister Kim. 

Yikes! Tyga had better start 
saving those pennies!

Kylie’s new engagement bling!

Ring 
it up!

Reports suggest
Kylie’s already

wearing a “symbolic
ring” from Tyga.

Kylie and Tyga 
were seen 
browsing rings 
at XIV Karats

Got something 
to show us, Ky?

“They are very classic and 
elegant and beautiful,” gushed 
Monica. “And by the way, she 
looks amazing.”

She wasn’t the only member of 
Cait’s glam squad to say how 
special it was to be involved in the 
groundbreaking shoot, etiher. 

“I’m very proud to be included 
in the roster of chosen designers 
for such a historic moment,” 
says Zac. “The most important 
message that comes from this 
is to be who you are, and feel 
beautiful in your skin.” 

As for Caitlyn, the experience 
was truly transformative.

“The pictures came out 
over-the-top great. If you’re 
going to come out, you really 
have to look the part. You have 
to look very feminine,” she says. 

“Vanity Fair spared nothing 
doing it right – the wardrobe, 
everything involved with it and 
the people were just great. It was 
two of the best days of my life.”



hen it
comes to 
partying, 
Jessica 
Simpson has 

ne rule – go hard or go home!
The starlet – whose
ratic behaviour has

als worred – ticked
oth boxes during
recent night out
at ended with her
ing carried out of

n LA club by hubby
ric Johnson, 35.

“There’s drunk and then 
there’s drunkety drunk– Jess 
was the latter,” explains one 
onlooker. “She was so wasted, 
she could barely see
and her legs were wobbling 

about all over the
place. It was like 

Bambi On Ice!
“Thankfully

for Jess, Eric was 
there to help her 
get to the car

– she wouldn’t have 
made it otherwise!”

’s safe to say the star had one hell of
headache aft er this night out...

‘THERE’S 
DRUNK AND 

THEN THERE’S 
DRUNKETY 

DRUNK!’

RUN
disorde

h Jess, what  



Concerns about Mariah Care ’s
health have been brewin  for
a lon  time  but now the sin er’s
brother Mor an sa s he’s so
worried about her pill-poppin
and heav  drinkin
that he fears she’ll
wind u  meetin
the same tra ic
end as sin er
Whitne  Houston!

Indeed  45- ear old 
Mariah’s siblin
alle es she’s so hooked
on booze that she
drank throu hout
her pre nanc  with
her and ex-hubb

Nick Cannon’s four- ear-old twins
Monroe and Moroccan.

“She even drank while she was
nursin ” claims Mor an  who
adds that his sister often mixes

her alcohol with the
cocktail of stron

rescri tion dru s
she takes to treat
bi olar disorder
– a habit that
could otentiall

rove lethal.
“I can’t sa  that

I have even been
around he  when
she’s sobe  and
that’s ver  scar .”

Rhythm
& booze

Mariah’s ex Nick
felt her drinking

impacted on their
relationship.

One of Mariah’s 
entourage says 

she hides her 
boozing in 

public by filling 
a soft -drink 

can with wine

That’s what drinking on an
empty stomach will do to a girl!

Unfortunately for the 34-year 
old mum of two, the aftermath 
of her night to remember
– or not! – with pals at The 
Sayers Club in Hollywood was 
caught on camera. As were
her attempts to keep the
wine from coming back up
once she spilled into the
front seat of her waiting car!

“It really looked like Jess 
was about to throw up – she 
spent several minutes trying to 
swallow it down,” says another 
eyewitness. “I don’t envy the 

car ride home with her!”
We’ve all been there, love! ■

Jess had to try 
hard to keep her 
drinks down

‘I’ve never
seen Mariah 

sober’

BROTHER’S 
SHOCK 

TELL-ALL

Morgan’s claims about
Mariah have friends
and fans on high alert

NK
erly!

a mess!
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S
itting down with Kevin 
Federline, it’s clear 
he’s still in shock 
about his life with 
ex-wife Britney Spears. 

“It was totally chaos. Nothing 
could have prepared me for it,” 
the former back-up dancer and 

now-father-of-six tells NW, 

in the backyard of his new 
four-bedroom home in LA’s 
Tarzana neighbourhood.

Having decided this will be 

about his two-year romance with 
Britney – “No-one will hear 
anything about my past out of 

my mouth again” – Kevin, 37, 
pulls no punches. He 

speaks candidly about 
everything from his 

Britney in an LA

club in April 2004, r
to the devastation ca
infamous 2007 brea

Falling for Bri y
“We had instant chemistry 
– and then it became a soap 
opera. It surprised me how 
down-to-earth she was... but 
obviously not that innocent. 
What impressed me was she 
didn’t care what anybody said 
about me... I have so many 
great memories that outweigh 
the bad. Shit, we fell in love 
and it worked – for a while.”

The ex factor
“When we got together, it 
was awkward – I felt like 
maybe I should have called 
[Justin Timberlake] and 
talked to him. We’re cool. 
Me and J are. My best 
friend is his choreographer 
so we have mutual friends, 

we’ve hung out. You get 
older, grow up, and you 
realise that was just a time in 
your life. Shit happens.”

In his most revealing interview ever, the former Mr Brit
Spearsopensup about their marriageandherbreakdo

K-Fed fin
tellsall..

‘I LOVED
BRITNEY–

& her money!’

They tied the 
knot in 2004 just 

five months 
aft er they met

NWexclusive



Suddenly famous
“I soaked up as much of
the lifestyle as I could.
I’d walk into a club and
get a table worth $15,000
a night with unlimited
free drinks. To not have
to worry about my next 

car payment felt like

But everything got so crazy. ”

Perils of young love 
“Britney proposing to me on 
a plane three months after 
we met and getting married 
two months later was just 
living in the moment.

I really believed I’d spend the 
rest of my life with her. She 
talked about having kids from 
the start and was madly in love 
with our sons [Sean, nine, and 
Jayden, eight]. There were
a few drastic things that went 
down, which I’ll never talk 
about, but overall we still

divorce [in 2006], I was 

are a million things
I could say about her 
that’d make headlines... 
but for what? The truth 
is I loved her to death. 

Brit’s breakdown
“It was extremely tough 
watching her go through 
a phase where she was 
clearly not OK right after 
the divorce. Taking full 
custody of the boys sucked 
the life out of me, but it
was for them. I have to
give Britney’s dad Jamie a 
lot of credit for saving her.”

Moving forward
“Britney and I are on the 
same page. There are no 

person – as the kids will
tell you! As for me, I’m 
teaching Sean to DJ with me. 
Even though I don’t drink
or go wild anymore, I can
still be the life of the party.” ■

Family
first

K-Fed on daddy duty 
with his s ons to Brit 

Sean a nd Jayden, and 
youngest girls Peyton 

and Jordan.

The bad
old days

“There’s a lot more
I could have done,”
Kev says of Brit’s

meltdown.
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B
reak out the casserole 
dishes, because there’s 
a serious beef stewing 
between Taylor Swift 
and besties Ellie 

Goulding and Lorde! 
It seems the pair have done 

the unthinkable and partied 
with Tay’s nemesis Katy 
Perry – and they looked 
like they were having the 
best night ever! 

“Don’t really remember 
this but ... good times,” Ellie

captioned an Instagram snap 
of their night out.

The Brit singer deleted the evidence 
after realising her epic mistake – but not 
before it attracted nearly 60,000 likes! 

Scrambling to repair the damage, Ellie 

later claimed she 
deleted the photo 
because she “looked bad in it”,
but not everyone’s buying it. 

Of course, Katy’s been persona 
non grata ever since she 

poached dancers from 
Taylor’s Red Tour in 2013 
and is the subject of her 
single Bad Blood – not that 
Tay, 25, will ever admit it. 

“I’m never going to talk 
about her in my interview,” 

she recently snapped. “It’s 
not going to happen.”

Tay also admits she rules her girl 

“I have my friends. I have enemies,” 
she says. “I’m not nice all the time.”  ■

With mutiny in the ranks, the star’s
powerful clique is crumbling

Taylor’s

She’s
bloody

fu ming!

L

aty

Ellie

BFF 
bust-up

Have Tay’s besties
ditched her for

Katy? It sure
looks like it!

‘I HAVE MY 
FRIENDS. I 
HAVE MY 

ENEMIES. I’M 
NOT NICE ALL 

THE TIME’

24 NWonline.com.au
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BEFORE AFTER

LOOK SMOOTHER ALL OVER

AFTERBEFORE

Buy BLUE and Get GREY & BLACK FREE Only 5 x $15.99 ($79.95) + $9.95 P&H

BUY BLUE AND GET GREY & BLACK FREE

Getting into skinny jeans has never been so easy and felt so good! Slim
Jeggings by Genie are the stretchable, slimming leggings that have the
look of designer jeans without the price tag. The revolutionary fabric
sculpts your bottom, smoothes your hips, slenderises your legs and even
conceals your muffin top.

Plus, there’s no panty lines! Pair them with t-shirts, tunics, blouses, blazers
and more! Glam them up with heels, or keep it casual with your favourite
sneakers. Genie Slim Jeggings make everything in your wardrobe look
more stylish and flattering.

ORDER
ONLINEGenieSlimJeggings.com.au FREE DELIVERY ONLINE

enter GJ-NW at checkout

all in one!

AFTERBEFORE

05
05

20
15

AS SEEN ON

TV

ORDER BY 
PHONE 1300 792 281 ✆

  
Lines open 

24 hrs, 7 days 



Cheat’s guide to all the

umours that Gillian Anderson and 
avid Duchovny are more than just
iends have been doing the rounds 

or years – but now the A-list X-Files 
o-stars are set to move in together!
Celebrity news website Crazy Days And 

Nights claims Gillian, 46, and David, 54, are 
enting a $325,000-a-week house for the 
pcoming return of the cult show! Hurrah!

“Production scouts have been tasked with 
one very important chore… The house has 

kids and ideally needs to have a boat dock 
and have a huge backyard,” spills an 

couple has publicly lived together… One
of the reasons they signed on to do this 
project was to spend this time together.”

ARE GILLIANANDD
MOVING IN TOGETHER? 

With her new love of all things

plus-sized, Rihanna seems to be

dodging trends instead of setting 

them these days. So what gives?!

Her quirky new garb is all about 

trying something new – not just in

her wardrobe, but also in her career, 

as she’s set her heart on acting!

“Rihanna’s been looking to

mix things up style-wise for

a while,” spills an insider. “She loves

experimenting with new looks...

she recognises she needs a change.”

THEN

NOW!

1DOES
RIRI NEED 
A  NEW 

STYLIST?
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ELLY GET 
SBACK?

mbattled singer Mariah Carey
as joined dating site Match.com

Oh, and to promote her latest 
ingle .
In case you’re keen, 

that she’s divorced
– from her babydaddy
Nick Cannon – has 
two children and
likes cooking.

“I hope every 
woman who is single 
and listens to this
song goes out and 

whether on Match or 
the traditional way,” 
the 45-year-old said. 

Good for you, Mariah

DID DIANE 
AND JOSH 
SECRETLY 

WALK DOWN 
THE AISLE? 
They’ve been dating for nine years, but it seems 

Diane Kruger and Joshua Jackson have finally 

made things off icial – and it’s about time, too!

The A-list couple’s covert marriage may even 

have remained on the down-low had someone 

not wolf-whistled at Josh, 36, while he was 

onstage at the CFDA Awards in New York. 

“I’m assuming that was my wife,” he joked, 

seemingly confirming rumours that started 

when Diane, 38, was spotted rocking a wedding 

band on her right ring finger!

Despite countless court battles 

with her ex-husband Daniel 

Giersch – who she divorced in 

2008 – Gossip Girl actress Kelly 

Rutherford is still fighting for 

custody of her children.

Hermes, eight, and Helena, 

six have been living with their 

German father in Monaco since 

his US visa was revoked in 2012 

– with a judge awarding him 

primary custody due to the fact 

he couldn’t visit them in States.

And while Kelly, 46, got the 

go-ahead for the kids to attend a 

June 15 court hearing in LA to 

reassess the situation, a judge has 

overturned the ruling until US and 

Monegasque courts agree on whose 

jurisdiction the kids fall under.

“It’s really what’s more convenient 

for the children,” says New York 

divorce lawyer Nancy Chemtob.

Meanwhile, Kelly’s petition to get 

her kids back has attracted the

support of many celebs, including

Kim Kardashian and Kris Jenner.

The actress says 
she’s ‘spent 
everything’ fighting 
for her children

WILL MARIAH 
FIND LOVE ON 
MATCH.COM?

Mariah can 
expect a
busy inbox!

There’s just 
one hitch for 
this couple!

54
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Cheat’s guide to all the goss!

hocking pictures 
ave emerged of 

ormer Silverchair 
rontman Daniel Johns 
assed out in front of 
Sydney apartment 

ollowing a gig at the 
Opera House. 

It’s just the latest in 
series of concerning 

ncidents leading to 
umours that the 
5-year-old’s partying 

has spiralled out 
of control. 

Last October, the 
troubled star – who 
battled anorexia in his 
teens – was not only 
arrested for drink-
driving in Newcastle, but 
also taken to hospital 
last month after he fell 
and hit his head on 
the footpath outside 
a Sydney cocktail bar.

HAT’S UP
ITH DANIEL?

From boozing 
to bonking, 
Scott’s eyeing 
a new vice

Kim Kardashian could be about 

to lose her position as the klan’s 

sole porn star – as we hear 

Scott Disick is planning to 

weasel his way into the industry!  

What’s more, the dad-of-three 

is so keen on making his own 

X-rated flick, he’s already hit up 

his Girls Gone Wild producer pal 

Joe Francis for advice.

“Scott is bragging to friends 

that he’s going to make a killing 

with porn,” reveals an insider. 

“He sees Joe as his hero and has 

asked if he can learn the ropes.”

Luckily for his babymamma 

Kourtney, though, Scott is only 

interested in producing and 

has no plans to do the dirty 

on camera himself! Phew!

IS SCOTT 
BECOMING A 
PORN STAR?6

‘HE’S GOING 
TO MAKE 

A KILLING 
WITH PORN’

That’s probably 
not a good place 
for a nap, Daniel

7



Newly single Gigi Hadid has

been linked to a string of

eligible bachelors in recent

weeks, including Formula

One ace Lewis Hamilton and

Joe Jonas – and it’s driving

her ex Cody Simpson insane!

“Cody went crazy with

jealously when he saw her

out with all these new guys

– he can’t believe she’s so

ready to move on so quickly,”

spills our insider. “Wh h

has a few drinks, all

insecurities come ou

and he starts leaving drunken

messages for her. It’s

incredibly embarrassing. He’s

begging her to take him

back!”

8

Michael Jackson’s daughter Paris and her boyfriend

Chester Castellaw looked ridiculously loved up at the

opening night of rock musical Spring Awakening in LA 

last month – and whispers are swirling that the adorable 

couple are ready to tie the knot!

In fact, we heard the beautiful teen – who’s even been 

spotted wearing an engagement sparkler – wants to wed 

her 18-year-old beau ASAP so that her ailing grandmother 

Katherine Jackson, 85, can make it to their big day.

 “She wants to be sure Katherine is at the wedding,” says 

a source. “Paris can wed aft er she turns 18, which is next April, 

o

9 IS PARIS 
GETTING 
HITCHED?

HAS CODY 
BEEN DRUNK 

DIALLING GIGI?

Put the phone 
down, Cody!

IS LEO’S BEARD FULL OF 
CREEPY-CRAWLIES?



NWnews

S
he may be Fancy,
but Iggy Azalea
is experiencing more 
ups and downs than 
a violinist’s elbow!

The Aussie rapper’s weirdest 

her facing the wrath of US 
fans for cancelling her The 
Great Escape Tour out of the 
blue, explaining, “I just feel 
I deserve a break.” 

And the campaign of hate 
continued well after the 

announcement – later 
that evening Iggy was seen 
leaving an LA nightclub 
sporting suspicious scratches 
on her cheek, leading to 
speculation she’d been 
involved in a violent brawl.

Eek! The 25-year-old just 
can’t catch a break! 

Thankfully, just three days 
after her bloody outing, things 
picked up for the besieged 
blonde when her basketballer 
boyfriend Nick Young got down 

US TOUR

 CANCELLED

MAY 29

W

ATTACKED!  MAY 29

Iggy’s

The rapper’s life is one 
helluva rollercoaster ride!



THE 
WEDDING 

SINGER
“Happiest day #Isaidyes,” 
Iggy wrote of her enviable 

bling. She also posted a 
snap of herself pashing 

Nick, captioned, 
“Love you.” 

ENGAGED!JUNE 1

Iggy’s wounds have

raised concerns she

was in a vicious brawl

Nick surprises Iggy with a sparkler 

at his 30th birthday bash

on bended knee and asked 
Igs to marry him! 

And if the proposal 
alone wasn’t enough to lift 
Iggy’s spirits, the LA Lakers 
player also laid a 10.43 
carat cushion-cut, yellow 

diamond right on her! What’s 
more, Nick proposed and 
presented her with the sparkler 
– believed to be worth a tidy 
$640,000! – at his circus-themed 
30th birthday bash in Malibu. 

“Nick has known for 
a long time Iggy was the one, 
but he was waiting on the 
perfect time to pop the 
question,” spills an insider. 

“They both have gotten 
very close these past few 
months and he can’t think 
of anyone else to spend his 
life with but her.”

something to smile about – 
congratulation, homegirl!  ■



NWnews

S
he’s always been 
a hottie, but tanned, 
taut and toned Khloe 
Kardashian seems 
to have morphed 

into a super-svelte mega-
babe overnight!

And we can reveal that 
overnight is exactly how it 
happened! Yep, despite KoKo 

is all down to diet and exercise,
we’re told she has the surgeon to
thank after undergoing $100,0
worth of liposuction!

“Khloe got serious lipo 
done on her waist line, 
tummy and legs three 
months ago,” spills our 
exclusive insider. 

“She’s been telling 
everyone she did it all by 
putting in lots of work in 
the gym, but that’s not the 
whole truth. Sure she’s been 

every time she goes, but 
the big changes have all 
come from surgery.”

So what prompted Khloe to 
take such desperate measures? 

Well, we’re told the 30-year-
old’s been on a mission to get 
the perfect bod ever since she 
convinced herself that her 
estranged hubby Lamar Odom 
cheated because of her weight.

But despite working out for two 
hours every day, KoKo’s natural 
curves always stood between her 
and the sort of sveltness she

esire – til ow!

from all her working out – she 
just had a layer of fat covering it. 
But now that she’s had lipo you 

got the slender thighs she’s 
always wanted,” adds our insider.

“She’s so happy with how it 
all turned out, but that doesn’t 
mean she wants anyone to 
know – this is something that 
will probably stay her little
secret forever.” ■

The reality star’s stunning
slimdown came at a high price

Khloe’s

THEN

NOW!

$100k
LIPO
REVEAL 

Khloe’s previously 
had VelaShape 
therapy on Keeping Up
With The Kardashians
to combat cellulite

32 NWonline.com.au



DEMI
Before stripping
off for Charlie’s

Angels: Full Throttle in 
2003k, Demi Moore, 52, 
spent $450k on surgery, 

including lipo on her 
hips, stomach and 

thighs!

HEIDI 
“Getting lipo is 

my biggest regret,” 
insists former The Hills 

star Heidi Montag, 28, who 
says having the procedure 

on her waist, thighs and 
neck actually gave 

her cellulite.

MARIAH
Despite her 

perennially flat 
stomach, Mariah Carey, 

45, is adamant she hasn’t 
had lipo. “It makes me 
upset that people think 

I’ve had surgery,” 
she says.

COURTNEY 
While Courtney Love 

claims she owes her slimline 
physique to yoga and a 

macrobiotic diet, friends of the 
hard-partying 50-year-old beg to 

diff er. “She’s telling people she got 
the gastric band surgery,” an 

insider says of the rocker, who’s 
also rumoured to have had 

a tummy tuck and 
lipo!

 
TARA

Tara Reid had botched lipo 
in 2004, forcing her to undergo 

multiple corrective procedures, 
including a tummy tuck. “Even 
though I was skinny, I wanted... 

a sixpack,” the 39-year-old 
confessed. “I had body contouring, 

but it all went wrong. My 
stomach became the most 

ripply, bulgy thing.”

Lipo! Faster than any diet, it’s the secret 
surgery of suddenly skinny stars

Who’s had it? Who hasn’t?



STARS’

secret jo
What a  

She’s a huge success now, but 

Jennifer Aniston wasn’t so hot at 

waiting tables. “The customers 

didn’t like me because I would 

try to memorise the orders 

instead of writing the entire 

thing down,” the 46-year-old 

admits. “Suddenly, hot dogs 

became hot cakes.”

WAITRESS

She packs out movie houses now, but life

used to be different for Rebel Wilson, 35.

“When my first movie Fat Pizza came out 

I was still working at the cinema as an 

usher,” she admits. “I would be cleaning 

up the popcorn while people were 

leaving and they’d go, ‘Hey, weren’t

you in this movie?’ And I would be like, 

‘Yeah, I just didn’t make that much 

money so I have to work here.’”

CINEMA  USHER
Chris Hemsworth, 31, has

two children now – but he’s
been a dad in training for years, 

aft er a gig sanitising baby 
products! “I cleaned breast 

pumps for a living,” says the
Thor star. “They would come
in covered in dried milk, and

I’d be there with a toothbrush, 
scrubbing them up.”

BREAST PUMP
CLEANER

POSITIONS VACANT



obs!
way to make a livin

Before fame, 
these celebs 

weren’t afraid
to get th
hands di

Before Jim Carrey found fame,
he worked eight-hour shifts at
a tyre factory aft er his classes! 

“When my Dad lost his 
[accounting] job when I was in 
high school, my entire family 
had to go to work,” says the 
53-year-old. “We all got in 

a tyre rim factory. It was so 
awful and monotonous. 

I wanted to scream.”

- TYRE FACTOR
WORKER -

Health fanatic Cameron Diaz, 42,
watches what she puts into her
body now, but it was fro-yo all 

the way when she was serving it
up. “It was real f l because

the first two
lived on the

vanilla swirl
that, the

left  m

YOGHURT GIRL

Avengers star Jeremy Renner has
an estimated $35 million these

days, but it was a diff erent story 
back in the day. “I’ve been working 

since I was 10, because I grew up 
really poor,” the 44-year-old says.

“I was a paperboy, I worked at
a car wash... I bagged groceries, 

and I was a make-up artist.”

CAR CLEANER

Award-winning actress,
Amy Adams, 40, has always

been a sweetie! “I sold liquorice 

at a rodeo in Utah. I was walking 
up and down shouting 

‘Liquorice!’” she recalls, 
not so fondly. “That was

pretty bad. But there are
worse jobs to have, I guess.”

- LIQUORICE SALES -



Who else would
Chris Hemsworth,
wife Elsa Pataky

and daughter India

mingle with but
Princes William

and Harry? They’re
Hollywood royalty,
after all! Here they
are having a right
royal time at the
Audi Polo Challenge
in Ascot, England.

Game of 
thrones

At least he’s 
treating her like 
a princess – a 
Disney priness!

‘Did you send the 
queen a card for 
her birthday?’

‘And exactly how much is 

a Hemsworth these days?’  



‘Chill, girl – it’s just 
an emoji’

‘I loved you 
in Frozen’

‘No, I ranga 
instead’

‘LOL! Those polo guys are so gangster...’

He makes 
a good point

Rapper Tyga’s taking
a break from the Celebrity
Basketball Spectacular
charity event he’s hosting
in LA to hang out with
girlfriend Kylie Jenner and
her pal Pia Mia. But what are
he and Ky looking at on her
phone that has them so loved
up? Well, they were spott ed
at a Beverly Hills jewellery
store just hours earlier...

Tyga’s 
court date

‘Thank you – it’s 

a beautiful ring!’



Sorry, girls – this 
doesn’t make 
you street

‘These boots aren’t 

made for walking’ 

‘Don’t be silly – we’re 
stopping traffic!’ 

‘Shouldn’t we 
get off the road?’ 



Don’t you hate 
it when you 
forget where 
your towel is?

When one Home And Away
leading man exits stage left,
it seems another gets to try it
on with his on-screen ladylove.
At least we hope that’s what’s
happening! After all, with
Bonnie Sveen’s TV babydaddy
Brax presumed dead, she and
George Mason are free to let
that on-screen chemistry work
its magic as they film scenes
on Sydney’s Palm Beach. 

Treading 
the boards

‘Let’s try to keep this 

above board, eh?’ 

‘I’m not kissing you until 

you lose the man bun’

Dinner and a show, anyone?
Just a day after Taylor Swift

struts her way to Tamarind
restaurant in New York fl anked
by pals Gigi Hadid and Martha

Hunt, the models make
a surprise appearance on the
Detroit leg of her 1989 Tour.
It’s OK, Tay – after seeing how
fierce they looked in your Bad
Blood clip, we’d have hired them
as bodyguards, too!

Three’s
a cool crowd

They make 
a great 
support act...

Weapons 
of mass 
distraction!



Guzzling champagne straight from the bott le while lying on 
a picnic rug in New York’s Central Park is all in a day’s work
for Dakota Johnson and Rebel Wilson, who are shooting
scenes for their upcoming film How To Be Single. Now
that’s the sort of job we could see ourselves excelling at!

Rebel’s 
picnic bar

is job’s no  
you know’

‘You want my digits?Here’s one...’ 

Dakota hates it 
when people 
interrupt while 
she’s playing 
Candy Crush 

She got this 
role due to 
her bubbly 
nature



‘Guys, I’m not   wearing my seatbelt’

‘I wear my hearton my, er, cheek

It’s Rebel
without 
a glass!

No champagne, 
no gain!

Now that’s 
what we call 

speed dating!

Bloody 
hitchhikers!

‘There are a lot of parks to this job’ 

As Margot Robbie

speeds through the
streets of Toronto,
Canada, shooting an
action scene for Suicide
Squad, everything isn’t
as it seems. Rather than
Ben Affl eck and Jared

Leto playing Batman
and The Joker, it’s a
couple of stunt doubles!
There’s no substitute
for Margot, though...

Red cars 
go faster

‘No fair – I called shotgun!’ 

SET
STARS
i



Isn’t it cute 
when kids

help their dad
to the taxi!

See Josh Duhamel’s T-shirt?
That’s basically what our
heads do whenever we see the
DILF looking so hot on daddy
duty with his and wife Fergie’s
otally cute litt le tyke Axl. The

pair are loving some bonding
ime at an LA park, but we’ve

got a feeling Axl might prefer
he swings to the stairs, Josh...

e step at a time

‘It’s not what 
it looks like’

‘Come on, let’s get you 

home, old man...’



Rihanna’s so at home in
communist Cuba, she’s even
decked out in head-to-toe
red! The Barbadian babe’s
posing for a photo shoot
with celeb snapper Annie

Leibovitz during her
whirlwind trip to Havana, 
where she’s also been 
spott ed around town filming 
scenes for a music video.

Havana
great time

‘I told you I wasn’t 
too cool for stool’

‘Sorry, USA – I had to get 

out for some fresh hair’

Hey, RiRi – how 
do the locals 

take their tea? 
With a Cuba 

sugar! 

‘Handle with

care, dude’



Jenna was hoping 
it would be more 
like Magic Mike 

‘You seem more

ham-fisted to me...’

‘I rule this film with an iron fist!’   
‘Sorry, I’m not into guys 

wearin
’

We’ve been waiting for what seems like
forever, but the Entourage movie is final
here! Hordes of A-listers – including
Channing Tatum’s stunning wife Jenna

Dewan – are at the fl ick’s LA premiere.
But no-one’s more excited than the stars
Kevin Dillon, Adrian Grenier, Mark

Wahlberg, Jeremy Piven and Jerry

Ferrara, who are all smiles and silliness

The boys are 
back in town

‘A tip-off about the dress code
would have nice, guys...’



Teresa Palmer is the
perfect choice to star
i h k f

Going 
coastal

What’s got Bodhi 
looking so crabby?

‘I’m just happy I made
it here in one-piece...’

u know 

of beards’
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Reality
The hottest goss from the box

p54
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F
or the cast of Vanderpump 
Rules, 

But now that she’s out, 
sassy former SUR waitress 

Stassi Schroeder is claiming most of 

Indeed, while the show’s known 
for its larger-than-life characters, 
Stassi alleges in a tell-all podcast 
with NW columnist Brandi Glanville 
that it was illicit substances that 
really played a starring role at the 
swanky Beverly Hills eatery

“She told me certain cast members 
were doing coke all the time, even 
when they were

all j

As well as cocaine, Stassi, 26, says 
the entire cast were popping ADHD 
medication Adderall to stay thin

She even took a jab at her old 

, but quit
“I just kept working there and 

the now-fashion 
, ‘I hate

’

back for more sex, lies and sca

The former Vanderpump Rules star s revelations about
her time on the floor ruffle major feathers!

There’s no love 
lost between 

Stassi and Lisa!

Stassi speaks out...

REAL HOUSEWIVES SURGERY SHOCKERS



YOUR
Reality TV 
PLANNER
J

RENO RUMBLE 7.30pm on Nine

It’s Carly and Leighton vs Jess and Ayden

in the grand final showdown, 

ith ch couple tasked 

transforming a 

0-year-old house. 

Both teams are 

determined

to come out on 

top, but tension

is growing. Will

it be the Redbacks 

or the Blue

ongues who crack 

der pressure?

JUDGE GEORDIE 9.30pm on MTV

You loved her in Geordie Shore – and 

now Vicky Pattinson is bringing her 

no-nonsense approach to 

a new series! Check 

out the brunette 

bombshell as she 

dishes out the 

tough-love advice 

to those in need 

of a bit of brutal 

honesty. We 

wouldn’t want 

to be in her 

firing line!

Monday

Tuesday

weeklyweekly
Reality

#TRENDIN

TOWIE star Mark Wright and his blushing

bride Michelle Keegan have graced the cover

of UK mag HELLO! in an exclusive tell-all 

about their special day.

With Michelle dressed in a bespoke 

ivory gown adorned with French lace 

and Swarovski crystals by Israeli designer Galia 

Lahav, Mark admits he almost lost 

it as she walked down the aisle.

“She looked so amazing. Her wedding dress 

was just perfect,” he says, while Mrs Wright 

reveals,  “Seeing Mark looking back at me as I 

walked down the aisle was the best feeling ever.”

Imagine how beautiful their babies 

are going to be!

Drunk 
in love 

Don’t be fooled by
the elegance – their

honeymoon was
spent in Dubai

doing shots!

fairytale
wedding!

THE REAL HOUSEWIVES OF

ORANGE COUNTY 8.30pm on Arena

Crack out the champers! The 

Housewives are back for 

a 10th season – and 

they’re feistier than 

ever! With Vicki 

Gunvalson, Tamra 

Judge, Heather 

Dubrow and 

Shannon Beador 

all returning, we 

can’t wait to see how 

newbie Meghan King 

Edmonds fares among 

such seasoned veterans.
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The UK's Hello 
magazine 

captured all 
the beautiful 

details

TOWIE star Ricky Rayment 

has farewelled the hit 

show to focus on his 

relationship with Geordie 
Shore’s Marnie Simpson! 

Ricky announced his exit 

on Twitter, saying,“I can 

confirm I’ve decided to 

take a break from TOWIE. 

I would like to thank the 

show’s producers,the 

whole crew & cast. Gonna 

miss you all.” 

The couple met at the 

National Television 

Awards in January, and it 

seems they’re already 

keen to tie the knot! 

“We’ve talked about it,” 

Ricky admits.

We wonder what his ex 

Jess Wright thinks about 

that!

RICKY QUITS TOWIE 
FOR LOVE ON THE SHORE

Shore 
leave

Fans are speculating
Ricky may join

Marnie on Geordie
Shore. We can

only hope!



NG What we’re 
buzzing about 
this week!

’s

Sure, there are plenty of great reality shows
out there, but there’s just no substitute for
the classics that kickstarted the genre...

1The Simple Life From Paris 
Hilton being dumbfounded by the 

idea of Walmart to Nicole Richie sticking 
her arm up a cow’s butt, there are loads 
of reasons this should still be a thing...

2 Laguna Beach The bitter 
rivalry between the villainous 

Kristin Cavallari and girl-next-door 
Lauren Conrad can’t be beaten.

3 The City We loved tuning in 
to former The Hills star Whitney 

Port’s adventures in the cut-throat 
world of New York fashion! 

4 Newlyweds: Nick And 
Jessica The infamous scene 

where Jessica Simpson eats tuna salad 
made TV history. “Is this chicken, what 
I have, or is this fish? I know it’s tuna, 
but it... it says ‘Chicken By The Sea’.”

5My Super Sweet 16 Oh, how 
we miss laughing at bratty teens 

throwing tantrums about OTT 16th 
birthday parties paid for by their parents!

Five reality shows
WE WANT BACK!

1.

2.

3.

4. 5.

h out of a stint in
ab, TOWIE star James 
g” Argent reportedly
ot on the sauce while 
partying at a nightclub 

with his fellow cast 
members in Marbella 
– and his on-and-off  

girlfriend Lydia Bright 
wasn’t happy! An insider 
reveals she left  the nightclub 
in tears before the duo were 
seen having a fiery argument 
on the street.

!

After going on a serious
bender at her daughter

Brooke’s wedding in Mexico
and going missing for more

than a week, recovering
alcoholic Kim Richards

– who’s reportedly now been
dropped from RHOBH – has
returned to LA and checked

into an exclusive rehab
facility. “She suffered a huge

relapse at the wedding,”
a family insider reveals.
“[She] was mixing booze

and pills.”



W
hen Married At First
Sight star Clare was
spotted out and
about in Sydney last
week sans wedding

But it’s not just rumours of a split
between she and farmer Lachlan that
are mounting – word is the 37-year-
old marketing manager is also
expecting his baby!

Talk about bad timing!
Of course, their romance has been

rocky from the word go, with tensions
boiling over during last week’s ep
when a hot-headed Clare removed
her wedding ring following a blazing

But with the brunette babe tearily 
admitting in episode one, “I’m 37 
and I want to have kids, so something 
needs to happen,” perhaps she’s 

And while a spokesperson for 
Nine denies the pregnancy buzz, 

“The whole point of the show is to 
see whether this dating experiment 
worked, and whether the couples stay 

thing they need is Clare and Lachlan 

all anyone can talk about behind the 

Does it get any juicier?!
 Married At First Sight Mon 8.45pm on Nine 

Has Lachlan left Clare in a sticky situation?

PREGNANT
& dumped?

She ditched 

the ring!

ww y
y

RING!

NO RING!

THEN & 
NOW 

From married at first
sight to single and
expecting, Clare’s

left a whirl! ALERT
SPOILER

Married at First Sight drama



BACHELOR 

A
fter getting burned
so badly by Blake 
Garvey on The 
Bachelor, Sam 
Frost won’t be 

pleased to hear that The 
Bachelorette suitor David Lloyd 
may not be the classy sort of 
bloke she’s looking for.

Naughty social media pi
have emerged exposing 
the Sydney carpenter, 
25 – who has “Your 
Name” amusingly

tattooed on his bum – as 
a major party animal.

From skolling beer through 
a dust mask, running around in 
his undies or dressing as a chick, 
it seems there’s nothing he won’t 
do when he hits the sauce.

Yep, look out, Sam – he’s
a worrying one!

Sam’s new

Dud date?
Sam’s looking for

her Prince Charming 
– but David may
not be the man

for the job!

In another blow for Married At First Si
it’s emerged that Michelle and James ha
split – and she’s already tied the knot wi
another man! Yep, the 34-year-old was 
forced to come clean aft er a pic surfaced
her in a diff erent wedding dress to the 
one she wore for the show – and 
with a diff erent guy!

“James is a great guy with many 
good qualities. He just wasn’t the 
one for me,” says Michelle, although 
the identity of her new hubby is 
still under wraps. 

“I am now happily married to the 
love of my life.”

SHE’S MARRIE
AGAIN ALREAD

Hubby #1
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Hubby #2Michelle and 
James made a 

picture-perfect 
couple...

... but she’s 
already said ‘I 

do’ again!



weeweek
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Lisa  Rinna,  51
Lisa’s an open book when it comes to her plump 

pout, revealing she had her lips injected with 

silicone at age 24. “[It was a] stupid thing to do,” 

the RHOBH star admits, although she’s remained 

mum about a reported nose job...

SURG

Before th

LuAnn de Lesseps,  50
While the RHONYC Countess puts her wrinkle-free 

skin down to yoga and a healthy diet, New York 

surgeon Dr Matthew Schulman reckons, “She’s 

likely also had the help of Botox and fillers.” 

Kim Zolciak,  37
The Atlanta Housewife ’fesses up to Botox, 

a boob job and a tummy tuck, but denies she’s 

had a nose job. These pics say otherwise...

Adrienne Maloof,  53
Adrienne, is that you? We barely recognise the RHOBH star in 

her dramatically diff erent before shot! And while her plastic-

surgeon ex-hubby Paul Nassif reveals she’s had Botox and 

fillers, it seems there’s a lot more she’s not letting on about!



The proof is

in the

throwback 

snaps for 

these 

cosmetically 

tweaked 

reality starsERY

ey d

Vicki Gunvalson,  53 
The Orange County Housewife’s admits to 

two boob jobs, a chin implant and fat 

injected into her face to help banish wrinkles!

Kyle Richards, 46
The RHOBH star admits to having a nose 

job and lipo, explaining they made her 

“feel better”, but Dr Schulman suspects 

she’s also had a sneaky face and brow lift .

Gretchen  Rossi,  36
Woah! The Orange County Housewife claims clever 

contouring is responsible for her slender-looking 

nose these days, but that doesn’t explain where 

the enhanced cheeks, fuller lips and noticeably 

arched eyebrows came from! 



sn

Brandi ’s
V E R D I C T

“I don’t know if it’s
100 per cent true that
Kim Richards has bee
dropped from RHOBH
– I don’t think they’ve
anyone a yes or no yet
have to happen soon, but usually they
put out a statement. All of us would
have heard something one way or
the other, and I haven’t, sooo... E!’s
reporting it, and they usually get
a lot of stuff right. But I know that
I haven’t heard from the show yet.”

it’s really great that she’s come out and she gets

to live the rest of her life being free now. She’s much 

prettier than I expected. He was a feminine man, but 

he was still very manly. She’s holding it down, though!” 

“Scott Eastwood is my new crush.

I love that he said on Watch What

Happens: Live that Ashton Kutcher 

slept with his girlfriend. I just like 

ballsy people. And he’s 29 – that’s 

a good age for me! You never 

know – he might like older ladies.”

‘It was my son’s 12th 

birthday party’

‘I’m in limbo – I don’t 

know if I have a job’

weeklyweekly
Reality

I have a feeling she got paid a lot of
money to join Match.com. You never
know, though – my friend just met 
the love of her life and she met him on 
a dating website! But with Mariah, I feel 
it was more of a business deal. I think 
that once you’re rich, people still make 
these deals. Look at Jessica Simpson 
and Weight Watchers!”

‘Scott  
is HOT!’ 

Ask Brandi anything... Yes, ANYTHING! email us at NW@bauer-media.com.au

‘Mariah’s in it 
for the dough’

Pleased to 
meet you, 

Caitlyn!‘Caitlyn...’
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Nina
Dobrev
The soft , fluff y fabric 
of Nina’s skirt has us 
dying for a cuddle, but 
she’s avoided cutesy 
territory by pairing it
with a simple top and
glam earrings.

HOT

Aman
Seyfr
If you’re g
all-over se
Amanda,
make sure
some kind
coherence
pattern. Y
game’s go
it’s not en
save the

NO
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Jemima
Kirke
This wavy, matchy-
matchy combo blows 
pencil skirts and crop 
tops out of the water! 
It’s bold, dramatic 
and is the perfect fit 
for Jemima’s unique 
sense of style.

HOT



Diane
Kruger

ane’s red-hot in this 
imson number! The 
ack bands around 
e bust and waist 

mphasise her fab 
gure and expertly 
mplement her 

eels and clutch.

Lily
Aldridge
Lily’s simple solution 
to weekend wear is a 
crisp yet relaxed take 
on head-to-toe white. 
Even her sunnies 
and bag are in on it 
– not to mention her 
coff ee cup!

HOT

HOT

Kim Kardashian
Look, it’s weird and full of holes, 
but we actually kinda like Kim’s 
outfit. The sheer fabric gives us 
a peek at her bootylicious bod, 
and she balances the busy detail 
with simple hair and make-up. 
You win this round, girlfriend...

HOT

Gigi Hadid
With her gold, flared 
jumpsuit and beachy 
waves, Gigi looks like 
a mermaid who’s left  
the ocean to attend 
red-carpet events. How 
magical a fairytale 
would that make?!

HOT



Emma Roberts
Emma is a summery treat in
simple yellow maxidress, bu
the real selling point is the 
tonal accessories – especially
the cute leopard-print clutch

Rachel
McAdams
There are a few 
unusual elements 
making up Rach’s 
outfit, but the 
ocean shades 
prevent the mesh 
top and giant 
bow adorning 
her pencil skirt 
looking too OTT. 

HOT

HOT

Freida
Pinto
Isn’t this just the 
cutest gingham sun 
dress?! And while 
the nude accessories 
are a flirtation with 
drabness, Freida 
saves the look with a 
splash of red lippie.

HOT



Who
it be
Babes earn th

in a Balmain m

Kylie Jenner
he young reality 
tar’s added lovely 
ouches with her loose 

waves and cage heels. 
ut her ornate belt is 
little too wide and 

uts her bootylicious 
gure in half in 
very uncomfortable-

ooking way.

Karolina 
Kurkova
With her slicked-bac

rimmed
ack boots
following
y mood of
red 
dow
lest 

ck 

Karlie
Kloss
We can’t blame Karlie 
for strutting – her 
outfit’s made for it! 
She’s all glowing 
skin, fab abs and 
sky-high pins in this 
cute crop-and-skirt 
combo, and we’re 
totally putting those 
sandals on Pinterest!

Emi
Blun
With its
hem an
bow det
dress is
feminin
add a br
lippie to
against
but we a
box clut

HOT
HO

Lindsay
Lohan
Let it go, let it gooo – no 
really, LiLo! Mostly she 
needs to let go of that 
wannabe Frozen plait, 
but the shiny flowers 
on her weird tulle 
dress are tacky, too.

NOT

70%

30%
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‘We very much 
wanted to capture 
the essence of our 
own lifestyles,’ 
say Kendall and 
Kylie Jenner 

Get star style & looks today

i
TREND
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Kendall 
+ Kylie

FOR TOPSHOP
Live the LA dream with 

their new collection!

KENDALL + 
KYLIE

Available at 

Topshop 

stores 

Australia-

wide

and 

online at

topshop.com

62 NWonline.com.au

INSTAglam
$64 

$80 

$90 

$76

$110

$70

$70 



Tassel
earring

It’s all about th t dangl

CELEBS

MRP 
$4.40 

mrp.com

TOPSHOP 
$25 

topshop.com

BARDOT 
$19.95 

bardot.com

ADORNE 
$22.95 

adorne.com.au

TOPSHOP 
$15 

topshop.com

Kendall’s fun 
and fashionable 
in her floral 
playsuit

Behati Prinsloo 
takes hers 
out aft er dark
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TOPSHOP 
$80 

topshop.com

BODEN $148 
bodenclothing.com.au

RIVER ISLAND 
$10 

au.riverisland.com

MINTY MEETS MUNT 
$149 

mintymeetsmunt.com

SHEIKE 
$29.95 

sheike.com.au

MISS SELFRIDGE 
$117

missselfridge.com

FOREVER NEW 
$39.99 

forevernew.com.au

Poppy v
SISTER 

Which  

POPPY
Soft and

romantic, with
an eclectic

twist

64 NWonline.com.au

INSTAglam



WITCHERY 
$199.95 

witchery.com.au

TOPSHOP 
$56
h m

vs Cara
STYLES

 Delevingne reigns sartorially supreme?

ALLY FASHION 
$19.99 

allyfashion.com

RIVER ISLAND 
$70 

au.riverisland.com

SEKONDA 
$149 

sekonda.com.au

CARA
Masculine

tailoring with
bold finishes

 NWonline.com.au 65
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INSTAglam

We’re fans of Nicki Minaj’s 
anaconda-esque bag 



Beyonce’s
bagged a

quilted beauty



INSTAglam

i
TREND

Peachy
keen

Life’s a
peach in this 
sweet shade

L’Oréal Paris True Match 

Blush in Nectarine 

$25.95 1300 659 359

Revlon Powder Blush in 

Blush in Melon-Drama 

$29.95 1800 025 488
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Coral blush is our new go-to 
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Designer Brands Natural 

Ground Minerals Blush 

$14.99 1300 765 332

Colour Theory Blush 

in Peachy Keen

$6 1300 660 439

Maybelline New

York Master Hi-Light 

Highlighting Blush in Light 

Coral $15.95 1300 369 327

Illamasqua Powder 

Blusher in Excite

$35 myer.com.au

LUMA Powder Blush

in Soft  Peach $24.95 
lumacosmetics.com.au

If you usually reach for pink
blush to rosy up your cheeks,
now might be the time to try
something new. The hott est
shade of the moment is a
prett y peach hue – just ask
Kate, Vanessa and Chloe.
Pair it with warm shades
on your pout and peepers
or match your lips to your
cheeks for an all-over glow. 



ADVERTISING FEATURE

“I absolutely loved these products.
I loved the smoothness of each, the

smell of the day cream, how well they
smoothed onto the face and how fresh

the toner made my face feel.”
TALIA, 29

“I realised what a
difference these

products could make
to my life and as a

result will continue to
use them in future!”

LORNA, 30

* Source: The Insiders Community Olay Total Effects Product Trial January 2015, N = 127 women used the product for 7 or more days. 

OVER ��� SAID THEIR SKIN
FELT�SMOOTHER*�

Try it and see the results. Now available in all 
major grocery and pharmacy retailers in Australia.

NEW
COLLECTION

NEW Olay Total Eff ects
Pore Minimising 

Collection gives you an 
instant airbrush fi nish. 

Find out more at
Olay.com.au

We invited real women to trial 
the NEW Olay Total Eff ects 
Pore Minimising Collection – 
this is what they had to say!

THE 
RESULTS 
ARE IN!

��OUT�OF���
said they noticed a

in their skin*
VISIBLE�DIFFERENCE

Watch Talia’s full story at 
youtube.com/OlayAUOffi  cial

“I honestly could tell the 
diff erence right away when 
I used the day cream. It has 
a delightful smell and really 
does make the fi ne lines 
seem to fade away. It’s a 
great product!” 
RYLEE, 29



These concentrated

solutions containing hero

ingredients like jojoba, 

rosehip and vitamin C sink 

deeper into your skin for 

extra nourishment when 

you need it most. Apply 

after cleansing but before 

moisturising.

Combat the cold with
this simple guide

Winter is a good time

to troubleshoot your

skin, as ingredients like

retinol can increase

sun sensitivity. Look 

for retinol to tackle 

ageing, vitamin C to 

treat pigmentation and 

exfoliators to remove 

dry, dead skin cells for 

a brighter complexion.

Serums & oils

Treatments

Essano Rosehip 

Gentle Facial 

Exfoliator $14.99 
priceline.com.au

Paula’s Choice Resist 

Vitamin C Spot 

Treatment $70 
paulaschoice.com.au

Palmer’s Cocoa Butter 

Formula Illuminating 

Brightening Eye Serum 

$14.99 1300 191 918

Indeed 

Laboratories 

Retinol Reface 

$34.99
(02) 8709 8800

L’Oréal Paris Skin 

Perfection Serum 

$29.95
1300 659 359

The Jojoba

Company 100% 

Natural Jojoba + 

Rosehip Oil $24.95 
(02) 9651 3030

Laura Mercier 

Infusion de Rose 

Nourishing Oil $75 
(02) 9663 4277

La Mav Vit-C 

Advanced Nightly

Repair Nectar 

$49.95 
lamav.com.au
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Cold weather, indoor

heating and hotter

showers mean dry, 

tight skin – boo! 

For an intense hit 

of hydration, try 

slathering on a mask.

We like blemish-

busting formulas and

overnight masks for 

better skin first thing 

in the morning.

Moisture 
masks

Quick Fix 

Facials 

Exfoliating 

Scrub Mask 

$8.95
(07) 5564 6767

Dirty Works 

Overnight Facial 

Lift  $16.95 
(07) 5564 6767

The Body Shop Drops Of 

Youth Bouncy Sleeping 

Mask $44.95 
thebodyshop.com.au

Arbonne RE9 Advanced 

Intense Hydration 

Overnight Mask $84 
1800 650 760
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Winter skin

INSTAglam



Gel and foam

cleansers can

cause extra dryness

and sensitivity

during winter. As

the weather cools

down, switch to

more nourishing,

hydrating formulas

like balms, oils,

milks or creams. 

Massage into

your face for

a gentle cleanse. 

Switch to a richer night

cream to combat that

dreaded winter skin.

Look for ingredients like

avocado and vitamin E

for moisture, soy to even

skintone and rosehip

oil to repair. Apply after

your treatment product

to protect and hydrate

while you’re sleeping.

Protect your skin from environmental

aggressors like wind and heating by

creating a barrier to seal in moisture.

Apply to clean skin and always wear

SPF – yes, even in winter!

Night
creams

Day creams

Cleansers

Aveeno

Positively

Radiant

Intensive

Ni ht Cream

Antipodes Avocado 

Pear Nourishing 

Night Cream $49 
priceline.com.au

Neutrogena Hydro

Boost Night Concentrate 

$24.99 1800 678 380

Natural Instinct 

Restoring Night Cream 

$19.95 
naturalinstinct.com.au

Olay Total 

Eff ects Day 

Cream Normal 

SPF 15 

$32.99 
1800 028 280

Go-To Skincare 

Very Useful Face 

Cream $39.95 
gotoskincare.com

Dr. Lewinn’s 

Private Formula 

Day Cream 

Moisturiser Light 

SPF 15 $49.95 
1800 630 056

The Body Shop 

Vitamin C Glow 

Boosting 

Moisturiser 

$39.95 
thebodyshop.

com.au 

(available 

July 12)

Nivea Q10Plus Anti-Wrinkle 

Energising Day Cream 

$19.55 1800 103 023

Antipodes Grapeseed 

Butter Cleanser $46 
priceline.com.au

Ole Henriksen Pure 

Truth Melting Cleanser 

$46 (02) 9221 5703

Napoleon Perdis 

Rebirth Of Venus 

Skin Renewal 

Cleansing Oil $39 
napoleonperdis.com
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L
ittle over a year ago,
Elsa Pataky’s washboard
tum contained her twin
sons Tristan and Sasha. 

But already this yummy 
mummy – who also has daughter India, 

with hubby Chris Hemsworth
king better than ever.

So what’s her secret? Well, it helps
that she’s an exercise nut! 

been into it since I was 15, working
my body and just building it,” she says. 

And when the Spanish actress
goes for it, she really goes for it! 

“If you train hard, you need only
30 minutes,” says the 38-year-old. 

Sounds like we’ll be upping our circuit 
and HIIT cardio classes – stat! 

Elsa Pataky is one fit
and fab supermum!

Woah, 
Mamma! 

Elsa looks smokin’
hot from front

to backside!

Phwoa

Elsa’s QUICK TIPS

✱Write down what your goal

looks and feels like so you can

visualise it. You know, like how

we visualise her hubby.

✱Don’t take the slow road

– go hard and fast because

your time is precious!

✱One week is 168 hours

– dedicate six of those to

building your body.

✱Think positive.

✱Be patient. Bodies aren’t

built overnight – Elsa

recommends a 90-day overhaul.

CHECK OUT
MRS THOR



ip that 
obble!

ner Fernando Sartorius
es Elsa’s top moves

torching cardio
e elliptical machine to a high 

. Do five 30-second interval 

with 45-60 seconds of 

rest – for example, walking 

ing if you’re sprinting – in 

en. Do this twice a week.

y-busting bridge
our back with your arms out 

hape, knees bent and feet 

he floor, hip-width apart. 

en one leg and point your 

the roof. Tense your booty 

ur hips off  the floor. Lower. 

0 reps then switch legs. 

h-gap strap!
esistance band around 

r calves and spread your 

til it’s taut. With hands 

ed, sink into a squat. 

maining in this position, 

ep to the side with one 

foot, then back. Do 10 

side steps, then 

switch legs.

its 
rk
dy
es

R!
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Gemini MAY 22 – JUNE 21

Neptune might be making career 

goals a challenge right now, but 

that’s no reason for you to feel 

defeated. Indeed, you should fight 

harder than ever to realise long-

term goals. Colleagues and loved 

ones are willing to fight in your 

corner, if only you let them...

Sagittarius NOV 23 – DEC 21

When Mercury starts moving 

forward midweek, you will make 

wiser romantic decisions than you 

have in a while. A new lover or long-

term partner will certainly approve! 

That said, don’t devote all your 

energy to a love situation – your job

needs some attention, too.

Cancer JUNE 22 – JULY 23

Controlling partners or parents 

could get the better of you. Instead 

of fighting back, go with the flow. 

As much as Crabs yearn for 

independence, you thrive when 

loved. Losing favour with people 

you adore will reduce personal 

powers rather than enhance them.

Capricorn DEC 22 – JAN 20

Attending social engagements might 

be the norm for Caps, but some of 

you could end up exhausted by this 

week’s aft erhours calendar. 

According to the planets, not every 

event needs your presence. Be 

selfish – and pick only those you

instinctively know will be fun.

Leo JULY 24 – AUG 23

Saturn suggests you watch your 

emotional wellbeing. You may seem 

impervious to criticism, but that’s 

not the case. Embrace compliments, 

by all means, but don’t let people 

who deliberately undermine you 

become your reason for existing. 

You are much better than they are. 

Aquarius JAN 21 – FEB 19 

Venus and Jupiter aren’t the only 

ones meddling with your romantic 

life right now. Blood ties could also 

try to interfere. Although you are 

fairly laidback about life, prepare to 

be riled by parents or siblings who 

start dishing out unasked-for advice 

about your current love status.

Virgo AUG 24 – SEPT 23

You might be brimming with natural 

confidence, but this stargazer 

reckons this week will be diff erent. 

When it comes to a romantic 

relationship or a career move, most 

Virgos will be fearful of the next step. 

Follow your heart. Your brain, while 

clever, is too analytical at present.

Pisces FEB 20 – MAR 20

The Moon’s behind you this week,

ensuring great results for any task

or project you take on. Teamwork

might be necessary, but that won’t

be a problem as you’ve got a lot of

people willing to help. Remember

to thank them and let them join

in any resulting celebrations.

Libra SEPT 24 – OCT 23

Saturn’s back-pedalling suggests 

you should concentrate on health 

concerns – especially if you’ve got 

dependents. Even footloose and 

fancy-free Librans need to take care 

of themselves. Your brilliant joie de 

vivre is required at all social events, 

preferably sooner rather than later.

Aries MAR 21 – APRIL 20

A trip away will suit you, but if work

won’t allow for much-needed time

off, at least start dreaming about

a holiday. With luck, a friend or

relative will be up for house-sitting,

childcare or pet-minding duties.

Ask them first before you consider

paying for professionals.

Scorpio OCT 24 – NOV 22 

Some of you might naturally shine 

in the spotlight, but most Scorps 

tend to shy away from attention. 

This week, in particular, you’re 

feeling more reluctant than ever to 

show your hand. That’s not a bad 

thing. Maintaining an air of mystery 

will help you at work and play.

Taurus APRIL 21 – MAY 21

Lunar activity suggests even

usually confident Taurians will be

susceptible to low self-esteem.

Rather than beat yourself up, you’d

be much better off going out into the 

world with renewed determination.

A no-holds barred approach will

soon score you a few admirers.

Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo Libra Scorpio Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces

MON ✖ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤

TUES ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤

WED ❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤ ❤❤❤

THURS ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤

FRI ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤ ❤❤ ✖

SAT ❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤ ❤❤❤

SUN ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤ ❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ✖

Romance looks set to

be a scorcher

Might be more fizzle than sizzle

Expect more than a few warm,

fuzzy feelings

  Hmm, maybe wear your thermals

MON Julianna Margulies, 49. 
Kanye West, 38 TUES Johnny 
Depp, 52. Natalie Portman, 34 

WED Elizabeth Hurley, 50. 
Kate Upton, 23 THURS Joshua 

Jackson, 37. Shia LaBeouf, 29 
FRI Dave Franco, 30. Adriana 
Lima, 34 SAT Chris Evans, 34. 

Mary-Kate & Ashley Olsen, 29 
SUN Lucy Hale, 26. 

Julianna 
Margulies

June 8, 1966

If the actress is feeling 

under the pump this 

week, she doesn’t need 

to suff er in silence. 

Loved ones or trusted 

colleagues are more 

than happy to go in 

to bat for her. 
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Who runs
the world?
CJ does!

Congratulations,
beautiful

Joey-Gokmen
Asim

Caitlyn
looks great.
You go, girl!

Lucinda
Merakis Ex

Nolan WIN!
OurPicOfTheWeek
winsTWOGoldClass

movietickets!
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nwmag

Instagram 
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nw@
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Never miss

your weekly

fix of the hottest

gossip, shock

pics and

latest A-list

fashion trends!
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or call 136 116 and quote M1501NEW
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for $10

▶ FREE delivery

to your door

▶ ONLY $39 every

13 issues after that

For your chance to be featured

here, hashtag #iheartNW on

nstagram and show us your fave place

to catch up on your celeb goss!

Focusing on the important
stuff while on holidays
#iheartNW @chrissianne52

what

say...
youyou

#iheartNW

Penny likes to keep up with the
Kardashians too...or maybe she
just wants some of my KitKat
#monday #itsthelittlethings
#nwmag #iheartnw @stephbunnyyxo

Save
$48

Wow, what a
transformation
Georgia LeSage

Love I-G-G-Y.

Who that , who that,

I-G-G-Y. Do that, do

that, I-G-G-Y Mary A-va

of the
week!

Pic
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You thought 
Caitlyn 
looked 

amazeballs!

I’m ridiculously EXCITEDDDDD
by this news! North is going
to be the saahweetest big sis! 
Kirsty-Ann Irvine

Congratulations to them 
both. Katerina Tsaousidis
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Guessing they won’t stop till 

they’ve completed the whole 

compass... Karan Stalker

You
loved Iggy’s 

engagement 

surprise!

You were 
extra excited
about Kim’s 
pregnancy 

news!
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$100

4 6 7
8 5

8 3 2 4 9
2 9 6 7

8 1
5 7 8 4
6 2 4 8 1

7 3
7 9 5

3 9 4 1 6 2 8 7 5
7 8 1 9 4 5 2 3 6
2 6 5 3 7 8 1 4 9
8 4 7 6 5 3 9 1 2
5 1 3 2 9 4 7 6 8
6 2 9 8 1 7 3 5 4
4 3 8 5 2 1 6 9 7
9 5 2 7 3 6 4 8 1
1 7 6 4 8 9 5 2 3
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Fill in the blank squares so that every row, column and 3x3
square contains all numbers from 1 to 9.

Sudoku

Whoam I?

SMS 199 55 910
SMS cost 55c (inc GST)

OR CALL 1902 555 910
Call cost 55c (inc GST)

Calls from mobiles cost extra. SMS

or call with the answer, your name,

address and daytime phone number.

Salmat Digital Pty Ltd Helpline: 1300 131 276. Entrants
under 18 must seek bill payer’s permission to enter.
Competition closes 23:59 AEST on 28/6/15. Open to
Australian residents. Drawn at 11:00 AEST on 30/6/15. For
conditions of entry, visit nwonline.com.au. Authorised
under permit numbers NSW: LTPM/13/00069; ACT:
TP13/00146

▶ I was born in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania in 1976.

▶ I used to play a lot of

sport, but after suffering

several injuries I decided

to study acting at Carnegie

Mellon School Of Drama.

▶ My first Hollywood role was in

the 2002 flick Spider-Man.

▶ I’m perhaps best known for playing

a werewolf in True Blood and a male

stripper in Magic Mike.

▶ I’m engaged to Modern Family
star Sofia Vergara.

Last week’s Sudoku

Crozzle No. 18/15

R. Mather
Heidelberg, Vic
Solution

Home And Away
Who Am I? No. 18/15

L. Needham
Kelso, Qld
Solution

Chrissy Teigen
Name That Star No. 18/15

I. Venditti
Clayton, Vic
Solution

Rebel Wilson

ABeyonceBGiseleBundchen
CGwynethPaltrowDJessicaAlba
EReeseWitherspoon

Picture quiz answers

to enter

Win
$100

Winners

Name
that star!

SMS 199 55 592 SMS cost 55c (inc GST)

OR CALL 1902 555 592 Call cost 55c (inc GST)

Calls from mobiles cost extra. SMS or call with the answer, 

your name, address and daytime phone number.

Salmat Digital Pty Ltd Helpline: 1300 131 276. Entrants under 18 must seek bill payer’s permission to 
enter. Competition closes 23:59 AEST on 28/6/15. Open to Australian residents. Drawn at 11:00 AEST 
on 30/6/15. For conditions of entry, visit nwonline.com.au. Authorised under permit numbers NSW: 
LTPM/13/00070; ACT: TP13/00144

Hidden in the box are 
some celebs’ names. Use 
the pics to help you find 
their names, which are 
split into two and can be 
found in straight lines up, 
down, forwards, 
backwards or diagonally. 
The left over letters reveal 
the name of another star.

  PHOTO 

Quiz

CHOOSE FROM THESE CELEBS!

Jessica Alba, Gwyneth Paltrow, Gisele 

Bundchen, Beyonce, Reese Witherspoon

BEACH FEET
Whose holiday 

tootsies? 

Amy Schumer Big Sean

James Marsden Marcus MumfordFKA twigs

Mila Kunis Miley Cyrus

Charlize TheronBlake Lively

Dev Patel

Russell Brand Wes Bentley

 to enter
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Win
$250

Setting for
Homeand
Away (6,3)

Give up
on a task

Warning
sign

Ceremonial
sphere

Buddhist
monk

Christmas
season

Spirit, gusto

Bright
andwarm

Inflamed
eyelids

Exploits

Knocks out Tea-making
vessel Smart, neat Gomouldy

__ out, utter
suddenly

Servants

Ewe’smate Be
jealous of

Belonging
to

oneself

Murder
mysteries

Expert
golfer Lift Bed for

a baby
Originally
called

Furthest
point Knotty Cunning,

wily

Ginmixer Drag
heavily Commotion Each Fishing-

pole
Major US
university Have debts Bonding or

allegiance Paradise

Befitting
a female
sibling

Rachel __,
actress

PicturedMs
Dench

__ Tilly,
actress

False
statement

__ Bana,
Hulk star

Went
by sea

Revise
proofs

Shack
Looked
at

suggestively
Twosome Slight fever Domestic

fowl

Colony-
making
insect

Modern
Siamese

Oak or gum
Crewed

Group of
sports
clubs

Jabbedwith
a beak

Rubber
wheel

surround

iPhone
extra (abbr)

Pictured
MsBlunt

Greek letter

Take part in
an election

Old scrap
of cloth

Park
yourself

Fuming

Pace

Playing-
card

Masculine
quality

Even
number

Without
ethics Had ameal

Live at the
same time

(2-5)

Cuttlefish
ink Basmati, eg Red-faced Brad Pitt

Greek epic Peep

Denies Cuts
of beef Type, kind Hold dear School

tables

Frivolous
waster
of time!

Took
unlawfully

Deceive Great
weight

Metal
source

Everybody

Put a
match to

Chopper

Plural of ‘is’

Any
chemical
non-acids

Wax taper Black liquid
mineral

Snow-
runner

Baby’s
biscuit

Mean __,
Scorsese
film

CROZZLE

SMS 199 96 555 SMS cost 55c (inc GST) OR CALL 1900 966 555 Call cost 55c (inc GST).
Calls from mobiles cost extra. SMS or call with the answer, your name, address and daytime phone number. When you 

have solved the Crozzle, the letters in the shaded squares, reading left to right, top to bottom, reveal the name of a historical  

figure both the pictured actresses have portrayed (5, 8).

Salmat Digital Pty Ltd Helpline: 1300 131 276. Entrants under 18 must seek bill payer’s permission to enter. Competition closes 23:59 AEST on 28/6/15. Open to Australian residents. Drawn at  
    11:00 AEST on 30/6/15. For conditions of entry, visit nwonline.com.au. Authorised under permit numbers NSW: LTPM/13/00069; ACT: TP13/00146

 to enter



FILM

STRANGERLAND

Nicole Kidman scored raves at the Sundance Film 

Festival for this eerie Aussie flick. She plays a mum 

whose teen kids go missing in the middle of an 

outback dust storm – with their disappearance 

dredging up secrets from the family’s past.

 In cinemas Thursday 

Hot
`

J

J

LISTLISTLIST

We’ve seen Emma Stone

be hilarious in Easy A,

kick butt in Zombieland 

and play Ryan Gosling’s 

ladylove twice – in

Crazy Stupid Love and Gangster Squad.

The pair will even reunite in the upcoming 

La La Land – and she calls that work?!

But for her Oscar-nominated performance 

in Birdman, the 26-year old shows her 

serious side as Sam, the daughter of a 

washed-up Hollywood star named Riggan 

(Michael Keaton). NW caught up with Emma 

to talk about the award-winning flick...

Tell us about Sam. She’s angry and 

numbed-out in many ways. I thought 

there was something really fascinating 

about her because she’s the daughter 

of a famous person. That struggle is

a very specific one and I’ve seen it.

Many of them feel abandoned by their

parents because they prize public opinion 

rather than their relationship with their 

child... I thought that made her a very 

interesting character because, yes, 

she’s just out of rehab and, yes, she’s 

kind of a mess, but there’s something 

heartbreaking about that.

Which scene did you enjoy most?
She’s a very wounded, shut-down girl 

who is so desperate to open up. That 

scathing speech she makes to her dad...

She’s registering that she can actually 

get through to him. She doesn’t think he

even sees her in any way, and then he 

does in that one moment. 

Your character in Birdman defends social 
media. How do you feel about it? I don’t 

feel the need to give a snapshot of the 

shoes I bought today or what my dog

is doing. It’s honestly a personal choice. 

 Birdman out Wednesday on DVD and Blu-ray 

Aussie star Ruby Rose scored the
mother of all gigs last year, playing an
inmate on Orange Is The New Black 
– and she can’t believe her luck!

“I thought I would come to LA [and 
maybe] get a cool indie film,” she 
laughs. “It’s hard over here and 
competitive, so I feel very blessed to 
have my first break be on something 
so enormous and loved.” 

And while we’re dying to know 
more about Ruby’s character 
Stella, she’s keeping mum.

“I don’t want to be Sally Spoiler!”

 Orange Is The New Black Season 
 Three is available from Friday on 
Showcase and Netflix 

bird

LOCKED UP
& loving it!

Emma sinks 

her teeth into 

her meatiest 

role yet

Emma’s edginess
is one of the
film’s highlights
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NATE RUESS

The fun. frontman is 

dropping his first solo 

record – which is all 

about him! “It’s hard

to [write] in a group 

setting. You have to 

think about everybody 

else’s feelings,” Nate 

says. “I’m writing and 

singing these songs 

about myself.”

Grand Romantic 
is out Friday 

CONSTANT DRAMA

Fires, car crashes, murders and,

of course, dodgy boyfriends

with secret agendas. For a

small place, a lot of heavy

stuff goes down in Rosewood!

The town’s psychologists

must make a killing...

4 reasons we love...
Pretty Little Liars

ADAM
LAMBERT

Adam’s never been 

scared to push 

boundaries, and this 

album shows nothing’s 

changed! We’re loving 

the first two singles

– Underground, which 

is Adam at his power-

ballad best and Ghost 

Town, which shows

off  a new electronic 

vibe for the American 

Idol graduate. 

 The Original High 
 is out Friday 

THE THEORY
OF EVERYTHING

See why Eddie Redmayne

landed an Oscar for his

role as famed physicist

Stephen Hawking – who

was diagnosed with motor

neurone disease at 21 – in

this bittersweet flick. Tissues

will be required. Sniff!

 Out Thursday on DVD  and Blu-ray

EYES ON
EMILY

Girl-crush level

= high! Hanna, A

(Lucy Hale) and

Spencer (Troian

Belissario) are a

amazing, but sta

athlete Emily 

(Shay Mitchell)

is our pick. The 

hair, the skin, 

that bod... We’d 

hate her if we 

didn’t love her!

 Pretty Little Liars
 Thursday 8.30pm
 on FOX8 

As the mystery of the girls’ tormentor “A” unravels, 
Season Six has us hooked once more... So what 

makes this twisted series so bloody good?

MUSIC

Key
player 

Emma is stunning
as Michael Keaton’s

daughter in
Birdman.

HILARIOUS HANNA

With so much highly charged 

intensity, you need some

LOLs once in a while. That 

comes in the form of Hanna’s 

ditzy one-liners. Who knew 

Ashley Benson’s comic 

timing was so on point?

EYE CANDY

So they’re not 

always on their 

best behaviour, 

but the blokes 

on this show 

make it hard for 

us to stay mad 

when they look 

this good! We’re 

looking at you, 

Caleb (Tyler 

Blackburn) 

and Ezra (Ian

DVDMUSIC

Ash and Shay
(right) have the
just right amout 
of sass

1 2

3

4



T
hese days, it’s hard to 

imagine Chris Pratt 

as anything but buff  

– unless you’ve seen 

him in Parks And 
Recreation or movies like What’s 
Your Number? and Delivery Man. 

And we’re kinda glad the 

dad bod is a thing of the past! 

Aft er all, the 35-year-old is 

in full action-hero mode in Jurassic 
World, dealing with the dino theme 

park’s newest resident – a killing

hris P

y, y

and now a 

dino expert

– Chris can do it all!

Chris is a sight
for dinosaur eyes 

Big softie
Chris says his

“feeder” wife Anna
Faris likes him

a bit heavier.

fat f



Jurassic Park is a classic. Was
it intimidating taking on the
reboot? It’s one of the most 

influential movies in my life.

The director [Colin Trevorrow]

is a giant fan and I’m precious

of Jurassic Park, so I didn’t 

want this f**ked up!

What can we
expect from the 
film? The park is 

up and running, 

but people are no 

longer intrigued.

So they create this 

attraction to generate

new interest – and things

go horribly wrong.

Your roles have changed over 
the years. Was that the plan?
I was the big comedy guy, the fat

friend, and I was working.

I didn’t want to fix it if it wasn’t

broken. Then Zero Dark Thirty 

came out and I suddenly saw 

myself as this believable badass.

You were training for
that movie when you 

posted the undies selfie, 
right? I’d lost 31kg

and my brother

Cully persuaded

me to do it. It was 

douchey but without 

it, who knows?

It probably landed you 
Guardians Of The Galaxy! 
I got a call to come back to [head 

of Marvel Studios] Kevin Feige’s 

off ice. They held up the selfie and 

said, “You’re too fat for Star-Lord. 

How long will it take you to look 

like this?” They gave me five-and-

a-half months!

Do you ever want to pig out 
again? Trying to tighten up

and look as good as I can for the 

next few years is the best way 

to achieve the type of success 

I need to live my dream, which is 

getting out of Hollywood, taking 

my son and wife, and living in 

the country. Hollywood people 

turn into assholes!

 Jurassic World is out Thursday 

‘I SUDDENLY 
SAW MYSELF 

AS THIS 
BELIEVABLE 

BADASS’

’

ratt y

EVERWOOD (2002-2006)
Chris played a bright-eyed jock 
alongside future Revenge star 

Emily VanCamp in this teen fave.

THE O.C. (2006-2007)
He also popped up on this teen 

drama as Summer’s (Rachel Bilson) 
hippie college pal/stalker Che.

PARKS AND RECREATION
(2009-2015)

Producers liked his character so much, 
they made his minor role a fixture.

ZERO DARK THIRTY 
(2011)

His role as a US Navy SEAL was the 
first one he needed to be ripped for. 

THE LEGO MOVIE (2013)
The dude went yellow to voice 
Emmet, a simple Lego man on 

a mission to save the world.

GUARDIANS OF
THE GALAXY (2014)

Chris cemented his leading-man 
status as Star-Lord in this Marvel hit.

Check out the Prattster’s show reel!
faces of Chris

friend
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‘Even my dandru

is fabulous!’

‘It’s a pretty big 

swell today...’

‘Make 

it rain!’

, we see you!

 

CLOWNING
GLORY

Remind us never to try
pulling a harmless practical
joke on Jennifer Lopez! The

singer doesn’t look at all amused
as she’s confetti-bombed by

tattooed serial prankster Richie

The Barber while waiting to
go through security at

LAX airport.

‘This leech therapy’s 
working wonders’
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BOTTLE
BLONDE

A model swigging wine
straight from the bottle in

the middle of the day? No, Kate

Upton isn’t, um, modelling
herself on Kate Moss – she’s
shooting a scene for her new

flick The Layover in
Vancouver, Canada.

‘Bottoms 

Upton!’

SEX ON
THE BEACH

Heidi Klum and toyboy Vito

Schnabel can sit bolt upright
and pretend they haven’t been
busted getting freaky while on

holiday in St Barts, but they
don’t fool us. So Vito... what
exactly are you doing with

that right hand of
yours?

CRAZY
EYES

It’s time to step away from
the eye bling, Lady Gaga! Days

after sporting an attacked-with-
a-paintbrush look on stage in

Canada (below), Mother Monster
arrives at LA’s Chateau Marmont

after a gig with what appears
to be two slugs crawling

across her brow.

‘I really should start 

using a mirror’



The kilos Tom Cruise wants to

lose aft er gorging on British 

food filming Mission: Impossible 

– Rogue Nation in London.

The years Rachel

McAdams worked 

at McDonald’s 

before making it 

as an actress.

The fragrances Britney Spears

now has after releasing her

Fantasy Intimate Edition

last

The cost of Beyonce’s luxe 

Mercedes-Benz... van!

9
$414,000

They’re super
competitive in their

respective fields,
so we’re hardly

surprised Victoria
and David Beckham

are on a mission 
to outdo each other 

in the likes
department on

Instagram. 
Something tells

us it won’t be
a photo finish...

Because we know how 
much you love your 

gossip

WEEK
NUM3ER5
` h

Popularity 
contest

While Posh has gained 5.4
million followers since

joining in 2012, David only
signed up in May and

already has 6.7
million!

We’re seeing
Tom Hardy in a

whole new light now
that these awks snaps

taken from his 2008
MySpace page have

resurfaced. So
many LOLs!

STRIKE
A POSE!

157K

 543K

510K298K

150K 557K

POSHVSBECKS
 It ’s an Insta-war!
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What a beautiful young woman wildlife 

warrior Bindi Irwin has turned out to be! 

“To be beautiful means to be yourself,” 

Bindi captioned this recent Instagram selfie. 

“You don’t need to be accepted by others.” 

We couldn’t agree more. 

No, you
haven’t stepped

back in time! It’s just
Rita Ora’s ’60s-inspired

ensemble for her
new Poison music
video. Shagadellic,

baby, yeah!

a’s
b &

white

Prankster Channing Tatum has

infiltrated a Magic Mike XXL test

screening disguised as an ageing 

market researcher! In keeping 

with the spirit of the stripper flick, 

Chan didn’t stay clothed for long, 

though, whipping off  his kit to 

reveal his true self before grinding 

on audience members. Lucky peop

NOT SO
MAGIC!

ScarJo
loves
the rod

all grown up!
Bindi ’s

We prefer 
Channing 
a little less 
creepy!

When she’s not basking in the 

bright lights of Hollywood, 

Scarlett Johansson loves 

nothing better than a 

relaxing day of fishing!

“Scarlett was surprised by 

how much she enjoyed just 

sitting back at a lake, fishing 

rod in hand,” spills an 

insider. “Now fishing has 

become her escape.” 

Sounds like she’s hooked!



LOR’S
tcomings!

Taylor Swift insists,
“I’m just not generally
a sexy person” – but
her super-high hemlines
beg to differ! When
it comes to choosing
skirts, the leggy pop star’s
philosophy is clearly less
is more – in fact nothing
longer than 25cm of
material makes the
grade! But with pins like
hers, who can blame her!

Cute clones
These sweet 

little apples 

could have 

fallen from 

the same 

family tree!

Chris Hemsworth’s three-year-
old daughter India hit the Audi
Polo Challenge with the hunk...

...but she seems to have more
than the dummy in common with

two-year-old Penelope Disick.

In fact, if Ashley and Mary-Kate
Olsen weren’t 29-years old,

we’d cry quadruplets!

India Hemsworth Penelope Disick Olsen twins



Ed Sheeran is on the market after

his split with brunette stunner

Athina Andrelos – and he’s out

to find himself a normal babe!

“Ed doesn’t want a famous

girlfriend, he just wants someone

down-to-earth to share his life

with,” says a source. So if you

spot him on Tinder, swipe right!

Ed, 24

“I received an
inflatable life-size

Justin Bieber doll... He
slept in my room. Nothing

happened, though.”
We’ve actually heard that
story from several girls,

Charli XCX...

“Ever since
I was really young,

I wanted to play
a prostitute.”

Vanessa Hudgens knows it
pays to play...

“I’m definitely
a tea girl... I could

drink tea all day long.”
Gwen Stefani tries to
get herself a British

passport.

They said 
what?!

Butt
OUT!

eky Adam Levine is giving

e world a treat by cracking

ut his peachy posterior

n the music video for

Maroon 5’s latest track

This Summer’s Gonna

Hurt Like A Motherf**ker!

“Here it is! Completely

ncensored as it should be!”

wrote when he shared the

eo on Twitter. Hear, hear!

Need a towel,
handsome?
Damn, Scott  Eastwood! The son of
acting legend Clint whipped his kit off for
Davidoff’s new aftershave ad – and boy, is he
smokin’! “He retains a sense of confidence, a
natural and easy-going att itude, never taking
himself too seriously,” the voice-over says.
“Outdoorsy and adventurous, he cares about
the environment and is, at heart, a man of the
ocean.” We’ll take as many as you’ve got!
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Nobody short-changes
divalicious Nicki Minaj
between the sheets and 
gets away with it! 

Proudly baring her
curves in a swimsuit
shoot for the July issue
of US Cosmopolitan, the
rapper tells the mag she’s
not shy about gett ing
what she wants in bed.

“I’m a pleaser, but it’s
50-50,” she reveals. 
“I demand that I climax.”

We bet she does!

The Rollercoaster Love 
IN LOVE

NEEDS WORK

IT’S OFF

JOHN AND

KATY

It seems John
Mayer and Katy

Perry are on 
again aft er they

were spotted
enjoying 

a Disneyland
date last 

month. “He’s
told Katy 

he’s not going
to mess her 
around ever 

again,” says our 
exclusive 
insider. 

ALEXANDER 

AND ALEXA 

They were 
rumoured to be 
hooking up last 

year, but 
Alexander 

Skarsgard and 
Alexa Chung are 

now on like 
Donkey Kong! “It 
s serious and has 
eally heated up,” 
says an insider.

HRIS AND LILY

Aft er a string of 
dates with Chris 

vans, Lily Collins is
ack with her actor 
x Jamie Campbell 
ower. She shared a
moochy selfie with
him on Instagram, 

declaring, “Life 
works in 

mysterious ways.”

LOVE 
KEY

GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
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Cruel Intentions stars 

Reese Witherspoon, Selma 

Blair and Sarah Michelle 

Gellar have reunited for 

one epic girls’ night out! 

The pals attended a 

musical parody of their 

1999 flick in LA, with Selma 

and Sarah even recreating 

that on-screen kiss for an 

Instragram snap! 

“Together again,” wrote 

Selma. Saucy!

A bunch of hilarious head shots

that Melissa McCarthy had taken

to help her get work in her mid-20s 

have come back to haunt her! 

“I literally thought I had the only tw

hard copies,” the star lamented aft er

cringe-worthy photos were unveiled

during her appearance on The Graham

Norton Show. LOL!

The show must go on for

Enrique Iglesias, who 

performed for a further 30

minutes aft er slicing his 

fingers open while trying 

to grab a drone during a 

performance in Mexico. 

Only then was the singer

airlift ed to hospital.

Well, you know what they

say – if it looks like a little 

helicopter, don’t touch it...

You perfor

2.0

Justin Bieber threw up on 
stage in Arizona in 2012,

explaining, “Milk was 
a bad choice”

“It was so embarrassing!” 
says Fergie of the time she 

wet herself on stage in 2005

Cut
that out!

Enrique’s injury was
so serious he needed

reconstructive
surgery.

Madonna kept performing 
despite a nasty fall at the 
Brit Awards in February

WHAT?!

many faces!
Melissa’s



ast
LOL

ishasa
of yellow

We’re not suggesting
Solange killed Big Bird 
and is wearing him as 

a coat, but it sure 
looks that way...

Look out, Jay Z
– Solange has her
Power Ranger suit 
on and she’s ready 

to rumble!

We actually did
find a printed

fortune hidden
in her outfit –

“Dry cle
no

Com
shel
whe

supe

If you lick her on one
side, she tastes like

mango – on the other,
vanilla. True story.

6 THINGS

Solange
IS CHANNELLING

AN EGG 
YOLK

WEIS BAR

BIG 
BIRD

POWER 
RANGER

FORTUNE 
COOKIE

You’d better steer clear
of puddy tats in this

Tweety Bird-inspired 
ensemble, Solange!

TWEETY 
BIRD



PROMOTION

ds, 
!

Wants,
 Check out this week’s 

 best new products! 

AIRBRUSHED
EFFECT IN ONE
SIMPLE STEP

Say goodbye to pores with the secret
to airbrushed skin! New Olay Total
Effects Pore Minimising CC Cream
contains special light manipulating
powders to instantly smooth the

appearance of pores. In one simple
step, you can moisturise, protect your
skin with SPF and minimise pores to

reveal beautifully flawless skin.

Visit olay.com.au

 ONE PRODUCT, 
 ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES 

Transform your eyes into a work of art with 
Revlon’s Photoready Eye Art Lid + Line + Lash. 
With an intense cream eyeshadow at one end 
and a brilliant sparkle on the other, this clever 

coordinating duo allows you to customise 
an eye look that’s all your own, with the 

sparkle applied to the lids, as a liner, or on 
the tips of the lashes. RRP $21.95. Available 
at department stores, discount department 

stores and pharmacies nationwide. 

For stockist information, 
please call 1800 025 488

IT BURNS WHEN I WEE – HELP ME! 
The most common UTI (urinary tract infection), 

cystitis, can be painful. But don’t worry, Ural can provide fast, 
eff ective relief from the burning symptoms.

Always read the label. Use only as directed. If symptoms persist, 
see your healthcare professional. ASMI 24521-0215

 ENJOY CAFÉ-QUALITY 
 COFFEE IN AN INSTANT 

The new NESCAFÉ® Gold Barista Style range is 
a perfect combination of premium instant coff ee 

and fi nely ground roasted coff ee beans, inspired by 
café-quality, barista-made coff ee. 95g varieties 

RRP $9.49, 190g varieties RRP $17.99. Available at 
Woolworths, Coles and IGA stores. 

Visit www.nescafe.com.au

NEW
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